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WE’VE ANSWERED THE HAIR LOSS PROBLEM



Although over 40% of men begin to lose hair in their early 

20’s it doesn’t have to mean baldness is inevitable. What 

is important is early identification of the hair loss problem, 

and that’s where the  Hair Check® can really help.

If it is determined that you are suffering from male 

pattern baldness, it may be that the answer is  

Laser Therapy® incorporating PRP+ Stem-Cell Therapy.

Alternatively, it may be more appropriate to recommend 

to you the patented 
++™ replacement procedure 

or  Singular Hair Transplantation  or 

simply our Advanced Hair & Scalp Fitness program 

( ™). 

Find out with the  Hair Check®.

THE  
HAIR CHECK!

In 1976, having established 
Advanced Hair Studio as 
one of the largest hair 
restoration companies in 
the USA, I returned to my 
native Australia to develop 
more effective procedures 
of hair replacement and 
restoration - because 
‘I knew there had to be 
a better way’. 

Today, in excess of 
1,000,000 men and 
women have benefited 
from Advanced Hair Clinic’s 
advice and patented 
procedures available at 
approximately 60 clinics 
worldwide.

THERE HAD TO BE 
A BETTER WAY!

Carl Howell
Chairman, Advanced Hair Studio, 

Advanced Hair Clinic



The decision for me to do something 

about my hair loss was simple…  

I didn’t want to go bald. So as soon as 

I started to lose hair I saw Advanced 

Hair Clinic, and under therapy my  

own hair started to grow again.

Shane Warne 
Cricket Legend

AND 
++™™

HAS 
REPLACED MY CROWN    

TODAY

I’VE 
REGROWN 
MY OWN 
HAIR...

*Non medical 5% Minoxidil solution program.

AFTER

PRIOR AFTERPRIOR

DURING

2005

++™™



ANNOUNCING: 
Advanced Hair Clinic’s 

Medical Program 

Our Trichologist can 
formulate a program for 
you and your program 
will be monitored by 

Australia’s leading group 
of hair loss doctors,  

so you’ll receive expert 
advice all the way.

#Self evaluations based on double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled, parallel designed trial. 72%

*Non medical 5% Minoxidil solution program..

BREAKTHROUGH  
IN BALDNESS
At last we have an answer!
In a university clinical trial, 3 out of 4# men treated by  

Advanced Hair Clinic actually regrew new hair within  

4 months - and 100% of them were satisfied with their hair regrowth.  

These clinically trialled results demonstrate that you don’t need  

to suffer from the devastating effects of hair loss any longer.  

Your wait is over. Advanced Hair Clinic has an answer to hair loss.

In the AFL year I was drafted I was selected number one and later in my 

career I became captain of the team so I am used to pressure, but when 

I started losing my hair it was something I had no control over and that 

worried me a lot. I’m also a friend of Shane Warne and he suggested I visit 

Advanced Hair Studio.  

So I made an appointment and they explained their revolutionary treatment 

program would be a combination of  Laser Therapy®, PRP and 

STEM CELL HAIR GROWTH FACTORS™ . They also explained how this was at the 

cutting edge of science in the treatment of hair loss. 

Now, with a full head of hair again I couldn’t be happier. So thanks Warnie 

and the great team at Advanced Hair Studio.

‘An answer to hair loss’ 
reported in national media

*Non medical 5% Minoxidil solution program.

GET YOUR HAIR 
SORTED AT ADVANCED 
HAIR CLINIC

TODAY

AFTER

PRIOR

Brendon Goddard 
AFL Champion

UNDER LASER

Brendon Goddard 
AFL Champion



TOTAL CONFIDENCE  
WITH 

One of the great benefits of Advanced Hair Clinic’s 
++™

procedure is the fact 

that there is no scarring or pain. The result is a full, natural looking head of hair that 

looks just like it’s growing back over a period of time. It’s just like having your hair 

replaced the same way as you lost it, 
++™

.

IT’S SO NATURAL
Advanced Hair Clinic’s patented 

++™™

procedure  

looks totally natural from any angle and in any style. You can even enjoy 

short and cropped hair styles whilst maintaining an undectable hair line. 

It’s hair restoration that looks totally natural!

++™™GRADUAL
++™



FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Within the first few seconds of meeting you most people form a first impression.  

That’s where hair loss can be a significant negative working against a positive impression. 

You can look much older than you really are. You may appear to lack confidence and  

self esteem, all because of hair loss. A full head of hair can help you feel totally confident 

and present the image you want to the world.

The hair restoration procedures of 

Advanced Hair Clinic are so natural in 

appearance and performance that you 

have total confidence no matter what 

you are doing.

You can participate in active, physical 

sports, party the night away, swim, surf 

or even bungee jump knowing that your 

new head of hair is now a part of you. 

Only you will know that you once 

suffered a hair loss problem. And soon 

you’ll forget that you ever had a hair 

loss problem at all!

ALL WORK 
ALL PLAY 
ALL STYLE



PRIOR

TODAY

THE BEST 
RESULT 
EVER 
I’m still playing cricket as well 

as ever but recently I didn’t 

feel I was looking anything like 

my best. It wasn’t my bowling 

or batting that wasn’t right, it 

was hair loss that was making 

me appear far older than I am. 

It’s no secret that a number of 

the world’s best cricketers and 

sportsmen have had their hair 

loss replaced by Advanced Hair 

Clinic, so I sought their advice. 

Now with my hair replaced 

 I’m back 

looking as good as ever, and 

it even shows in my cricket 

where I scored a double century 

straight after the procedure! 
 
 
 
 
Jacques Kallis
South African Cricket Legend

TODAY

MY ONLY REGRET…  
NOT DOING IT SOONER 
I’d been worried about my hair loss for quite some time before I did something about it, now 

my only regret is not doing it sooner. After my first visit to Advanced Hair Clinic I knew the                             

  procedure was right  for me. Now I’m totally relaxed about my hair because I 

know it looks great all day, everyday. And with Advanced Hair Clinic’s around the world, I can always 

find the perfect treatment no matter which country I’m playing rugby in.

 
Derick Hougaard
South African Rugby Legend

PRIOR

TODAY



HOWZAT?
I did something about it. And if you also would like to, it’s easy! The gradual procedures of  

Advanced Hair Clinic can replace your hair with 
++™™

over a period of months  

so no-one will even notice. What was particularly important in my case was that I could still  

play cricket, swim and run, and I can without any problems. That’s because 
++™™

 

translates as freedom. So here I am, with my new hair, looking as I did 10 years or more ago.  

I just wish it could have given me another 10 years of Test cricket!

Graham Gooch
English Cricket Legend

TODAY

A FULL HEAD OF HAIR...            
FOR OVER 20 YEARS
It was back in 1994 that I was suffering from severe hair loss and I decided that rather than worry about it, I 

should actually do something about it. That’s when I went to see Advanced Hair and believe me that changed 

my life in so many positive ways. Their 
++™™

procedure restored a full, totally natural looking head of 

hair again that has been maintained for over 20 years. If you’re thinking about having your hair replaced, see 

Advanced Hair Clinic and you could enjoy hair for life like me.

Greg Matthews
Ex International Cricketer & Radio Commentator

1994

1996

2000

PRIOR

TODAY



The Advanced Singular Hair 

Transplantation technique 

allows surgeons to master 

the transplant technique and 

create totally natural hairlines. 

This requires our highly skilled 

surgeons to give individual 

hairs correct orientation in line 

with your neighbouring hairs 

to establish a natural flow, 

symmetry and appearance.  

The final result mimics the hair 

you once had and is impossible 

to distinguish from your 

natural hair growth.

MASTERS 
OF THE 
TRANSPLANT 
TECHNIQUE

IT ALL 
ADDS 
UP TO 
SUCCESS 
Statistics don’t lie, and with 

over 40 years of experience and 

a first class reputation as one 

the world’s most successful 

hair restoration clinics, I had no 

hesitation in seeing Advanced 

Hair Clinic to solve my hair loss 

problem. Their highly skilled 

surgeons completed Singular Hair 

Transplantation for me in a single 

day with a local anaesthetic. The 

entire procedure was painless, 

didn’t disrupt my lifestyle and 

most importantly the final result 

is totally undetectable. That’s 

why Advanced Hair Clinic is the 

number one team for me. 
 
 
 
Darren Gough 
English Cricketer “Extraordinaire”

PRIOR 
TRANSPLANT

AFTER 6 
MONTHS



My hair loss started quite early as I was only 

eighteen and thought I was bullet proof, but then  

I went into a period of denial for about 10 years  

and I started shaving my head. 

  

I’d seen quite a number of sports stars had 

achieved great success with Advanced Hair Clinic 

so I went to see if they could do something about 

my hair loss. They recommended their Singular 

Hair Transplantation in conjunction with PRP and 

 Laser Therapy. 

 

The Singular Hair Transplantation was all 

completed in one day and my new hair started 

to grow within a few weeks. Seeing the new hair 

growth astounded my team mates and it really 

has really given me a new lease of life, and the 

best thing about it is the self confidence I now 

have. 

 

I’d definitely recommend the 

 procedure, PRP and 

 Laser Therapy as it’s the complete 

program for hair restoration

 
Ben Cunnington 
AFL Star

Advanced Hair Clinic 
15 - 17 Lansdowne St 
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Attention: The General Manager

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to commend you on the terrific programs that I 
have been using now for the past 5 years. To be completely 
honest since using your hair program products my life has 
changed dramatically.

I lost my hair rapidly at the age of 17/18 and most to all of 
my success with women deteriorated as fast as my hairline 
receded. My beautiful, hot blonde girlfriend soon departed, and 
from that point I certainly never picked up at clubs and bars.

It was strange to observe how people began to treat me 
differently when I was balding. All of a sudden things changed 
from being treated like an eighteen year old to being treated like 
a thirty year old. You wouldn’t believe the difference losing hair 
can make! I went from being asked for identification wherever I 
went to being almost told I was too old to go into bars. 

So at the ripe old age of 23 I had my hair replaced and moved 
to Sydney that day. My first night in Sydney you wouldn’t have 
believed what happened. I went to a bar and was approached 
by 2 girls who bought me a jug of alcohol and offered to take 
me home. You can be sure I did! 

Five long years of dating girls less attractive than I would have 
liked came to an abrupt end in an instant. Instead of doing all 
the work, and copping a bruised ego and many rejections in the 
process, I now had girls chasing me. I looked about ten years 
younger, and I think the five years with less hair ensured my 
personality was in good shape. 

The results in my life are truly remarkable, and I owe it in a large 
way to Advanced Hair Clinic. Having celebrities promoting your 
products is one thing, but I can tell you that a regular guy going 
from a dating drought and boring serious girlfriends to seeing 
several gorgeous girls at once is a transformation you wouldn’t 
believe. 

I owe it to you to say thanks and would recommend it to 
anybody looking for the greatest possible self improvement/
make over you could ever believe.

Yours faithfully 

MATT D. KONIG

Kelvin Grove, QLD 4059

A TYPICAL 
AHS 
TESTIMONIAL

PRIOR

Undergoing  

I WAS IN DENIAL  
FOR 10 YEARS

BEN CUNNINGTON
AFL STAR

TODAY



Growth Cell Enhanced PRP is being hailed as the ultimate scientific breakthrough for hair 
loss. The key to the success is that growth cells have the ability to self-renew or multiply, 
meaning they can repair and replace tissue in the human body. In other words, growth 
cells have the power to heal and in the case Advanced Hair’s Growth Cell Enhanced PRP 
Technology, the ability to increase hair growth by over 95%

 

Platelet rich plasma (PRP) Therapy is a form of regenerative medicine that uses blood cells 
that are responsible for the natural healing process in the body. The activated platelets 
extracted from your blood secrete the necessary growth factors to repair and rejuvenate, 
thereby reducing miniaturization of hair follicles and encouraging normalisation of the hair 
follicle. 

What’s involved in the PRP process?

PRP Therapy takes 30 – 45 minutes to complete. First, blood is extracted from you and 
then processed before the platelets can be extracted. The platelet rich component is injected 
back into the scalp at relevant sites of hair loss concern and you can return to employment 
straight away.

The Advanced Hair Clinic PRP Treatment program consists of 6 treatments over a period of 
between 6-12 months.

Step 1
A small 
amount of 
blood (less 
than 50 ml) 
is obtained

PRP is isolated. No 
additives are used 
meaning this is a 
true autologous (of 
yourself) system.

PRP is filtered 
and will be 
injected into 
the area of the 
scalp which 
is suffering 
from hair loss, 
stimulating hair 
growth.

Step 2 Step 3

*Conducted by a medical practitioner.

PLATELET RICH PLASMA (PRP) 
THERAPY* 

- A MAJOR ENHANCEMENT IN THE 
TREATMENT OF HAIR LOSS.

35 YEAR OLD MALE: BEFORE AFTER 3 MONTHS

Prior Prior Prior

Today Today Today

SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGH

NEW GROWTH CELL 
ENHANCED PRP TREATMENT 
CAN INCREASE HAIR GROWTH 

BY OVER 95%



At the age of 16 I was signed by Arsenal and 

literally had the world at my feet.  Since then 

I have played in front of some of the biggest  

soccer crowds in Europe and easily handled 

the abuse fans and opponents dished out.  

But in my mid 20’s I started losing hair and 

that really troubled me.  I was very concerned 

about it until I saw Advanced Hair Studio, 

and with their help and AHS-FP, once again  

I have nothing to worry about.

After six long years I eventually found the 

ultimate solution for my hair loss. The 

procedure recommended by Advanced Hair 

Studio gave me a full head of hair and helped 

increase my confidence. This has been a 

brilliant experience for me and my family who 

are very happy, and I am happy about it too. 

Now with a full head of hair it feels good to 

look in the mirror again.

CELEBRITY SUCCESS
At first my hair loss didn’t worry me, then 

someone said to me that I looked like I was one 

of the oldest players when I was actually one of 

the youngest. The thought of going bald was a 

pretty frightening image and not one that would 

have helped my professional career. That’s when 

I went to Advanced Hair Clinic and with their 

Advanced Laser Therapy program I now have 

a full head of hair again. I’m just so glad I saw 

them before it was too late

All of us want to look good, nobody wants 

to look out of place and rightly hair is a very 

important part of the body. It’s important 

because as much as you want to play the 

game, you play hard but in the evenings 

you want to have a life, so hair is very, very 

important. As you grow older it’s a natural 

process so you need to look after it. So for 

all of you, if you want to look younger, come 

here too.

Sourav Ganguly 
Indian Cricket Legend

Gautam Gambhir 
Indian Cricket Legend

Jeremie Aliadiere 
Arsenal and FC Lorient - France

Rafael Cretaro 
Sligo Rovers Football Club - Ireland



THE FACTS 
WITHOUT  
THE FICTION
 Why do some men lose their hair and 
others retain a thick, full head of hair?

Scientists have speculated with many 
theories over the years. However,  
now the researchers at Advanced Hair 
Studio have pioneered successful 
methods to replace or regrow your hair.

As one of the world’s leading hair 
restoration companies, Advanced  
Hair Studio continues to research  
for better and more effective ways  
to replace hair, and you can be sure 
you are always getting the best and 
most advanced techniques.

 Laser Therapy®  and 
++™

incorporating PRP and 
Stem-Cell Therapy are in our opinion 
the most effective hair restoration 
programs available, these coupled 
with the  Hair and Scalp 
Fitness Program ( ™) allows 
Advanced Hair Clinic to guarantee  
you a full natural looking head  
of hair always.

Wigs and hairpieces.  
Are they just a cover up?
Just about everyone knows of 
someone who is still wearing a  
wig that was made at least 10  
years ago and is so obvious you  
can spot it a mile away.

The truth is that wigs and toupees 
have come a long way and for a 
reasonable amount of money you can 
purchase an “undetectable” hairpiece.

Although hair transplants have  
been around for 50 years, it’s only 
now that the technique has been 
perfected. Originally transplants 
were performed using large  
groupings or ‘plugs’ of hair.  
This older technique significantly 
hindered the transplant surgeons’ 
abilities to give their patients  
natural looking hairlines.

Now with Advanced Hair Clinic’s 
Singular Hair Grafting® it is possible 
to transplant individual hairs in 
the correct orientation for a totally 
natural hairline that is impossible to 
distinguish from a person’s natural 
hair growth. 

Singular Hair Grafting® transplant 
procedure uses your own growing  
hair to create a new head of hair.

This procedure is monitored by one  
of the world’s best and most  
respected surgeons. 

World leading scientific 
treatment.

Advanced Hair Clinic is a world 
leader in pioneering the most 
scientific treatment programs 
for hair loss. Now Advanced 
Hair’s most recent breakthrough 
has been the development and 
successful use of Growth Cell 
Infused PRP treatment for 
regrowing lost hair. Using Platelet 
Rich Plasma (PRP), it is a form of 
regenerative medicine that uses 
your own blood cells to repair 
and rejuvenate, thereby reducing 
miniaturization of hair follicles 
and encouraging normalisation 
of the hair follicle. This is the 
most recent hair loss treatment 
available anywhere in the world.

It’s easy and painless.
On your first visit to Advanced  
Hair Clinic we will show you in detail  
how our remarkable procedures are 
achieved and how we can create a 
new head of hair for you.

Talk to us.
Now that you’ve read the facts, it’s 
entirely up to you. We are one of the 
world’s largest and most successful 
hair restoration organisations with 
tens of thousands of satisfied clients.

The first step is to call us for your  
free demonstration and consultation.  
You are under no obligation at all,  
so ring us now.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
All  procedures at Advanced Hair Clinic are backed by the AHS Guarantee and Warranty. If you decide not to proceed 
with the program you are under no further obligation or cost. Advanced Hair Clinic also guarantees that any unused portion of the  
Laser Therapy

® 
(guaranteed) or the ™ program will be credited to the cost of a  procedure or Advanced Singular 

Hair Graft which ensures a full head of hair. We take pride in our total professionalism and that means you, the client, will be totally satisfied 
with the way your new hair looks before you leave the clinic. If for any reason you are not totally satisfied within 3 months of your procedure 
being completed, we will alter the style at no cost to you. We make these guarantees because we are confident that we rarely need to use it. 
But it is always there so you can be confident that when your hair has been replaced by Advanced Hair Clinic you will be completely satisfied 
with the result.

Advanced Hair Studio P/L undertakes a continuous program of product improvement.  The performance claims and specifications were accurate at time of printing. PD 06/21 

©Advanced Hair Studio Pty Ltd. This brochure is copyright. No part may be reproduced in whatever form without the prior written permission of Advanced Hair Studio Pty Ltd.

+ 1. None of the media organisations referred to in this brochure sponsor, approve or have an affiliation with Advanced Hair Studio.  2. Advanced Hair Studio goods  
or Advanced Hair Studio services referred to in this brochure do not have the sponsorship or approval of the media organisations referred to in this brochure.   
3. The trademarks reproduced in this brochure are the trademarks of the respective trademark owner.

ADVANCED HAIR STUDIO 
MAKES HEADLINES 
WORLDWIDE
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DAILY MAIL

THE UK SUN
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